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In the linear regression model the generalized least squares (GLS) method
is only applicable if the covariance matrix of the errors is known but
for a scalar factor. Otherwise an estimator for this matrix has to be
used. Then we speak of the estimated generalized least squares (EGLS)
method. In this paper the asymptotic behaviour of both methods is com-
pared. Results are applied to some standard models commonly used in eco-
nometrics.- 1 -
~ 1. Introduction
We consider the linear regression modeli)
Y- X B t e,
n
where ~ is an (observable) random nXl-vector, Xn an (observable) non-
random nxk-matrix, s an unknown non-random kxl-vector and E a(non-ob-
servable) random nxi-vector. We suppose
(1.2) E{e} - 0, Cov{e} - a2 S2n - S2n,
where o2 ~ 0 and Q~ 0(strictly positive definite).
n
The generalized least squares (GLS) method leads to the GLS-
estimator b of S, defined by
~
b - S- X, Q-1 Y~ S - X, Q-1
X.
-n n n n n n n n
(where A- denotes a pseudo-inverse of A i.e. AA A- A), and the GLS-re-
sidual s2, defined by
s2 - e' Q-1 e~n, e- y- X b
~ n n -n~
Often the matrix Q is not fully known and is estimated by some
n
random nxn-matrix ~. Then we speak of the estimated generalized least
squares (EGLS) method (see e.g. Judge (1980), p. 113). This leads to the
EGLS-estimator b of ~, defined by
~
b- S- X' Q-1 Y , S- X' Q-1 X,
-n -n n -n -n n -n n
and the EGLS-residual ~, defined by
1) Random variables are underlined.-z-
S~ - é' Q 11 é~n, é- y- Xn bn
(where ~1 is defined arbitrarily for singular ~).
In theorem 2.1 below we give conditions under which the asymptotic
behaviour of fi , s2 is the same as that of b, s2. The theorem 2.2 there-
--n --n -ri ~
after takes in account the fact that in general for approximations based
on the normal distribution the covariance matrix of bn is also unknown and
and has to be estimated.
In many cases the choice of the matrix ~ is based on the ordinary
least squares (OLS) method. The OLS-estimator bn of B is defined by
b - S- X' y, S - X' X
~ n n n n n
and the OLS-residual s2 by
--n
sn - lel2~n, e- y- Xn bn.
In order to facilitate the verification of the conditions of theorem 2.1
with respect to ~ we add theorem 2.3 below, which describes the behaviour
~
of quadratic forms in e.
In section 3 we give the proofs of these theorems. In section
4-6 the obtained results are applied to some standard models commonly used
on econometrics.
The general approach as sketched above can also be found in Theil
(1971), Chapter 8, or Schmidt (1976), p. 64-72. However, the conditions in
this paper are much weaker, and also more convenient to deal with, es-
pecially in the specific standard models mentioned above.- 3 -
~ 2. Statement of the results
For sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the non-collínear
case that S~ 0 for all n sufficiently large (although foi- some special
n
results connected with residuals this condition is not needed at all).
In the following we write IIAII - IIAII2 - a~x (A'A) . In particular,
II AII -~maX
(A) if A~ 0 and II A-1 I I- ~min
(A) if A~ 0.
For theorem 2.1 we formulate the following conditions:
(2.1) IISn1II; 0~
(z.z) IIS21~2
Q-1 Q1~2 II P -I }o,
n -n n n









a) sn - e' Qnl e~n ; 0,
P
b) (2.1) ~ bn -~ B,
P
c) (2.2) ~ 's2 - s2 -~ 0,
~ ~
P
d) (2.2), (2.3) ~ bn - 1~ ~ 0,
P
e) (2.2), (2.4) ~ Sn,2(bn - ~) i 0,
P
f) (2.1), (2.2), (2.4) ~ bn - bn -~ 0.
Remark. From the proof of c) we get also
P
(2.2) ~ gn1~2 ~
Sn1j2 -~ I .- 4 -
The theorem 2.1 can be applied in the following way. For many mo-
dels we have
P
(2.5) e' 52-1 e~n -~ 1-
- n -
,r P p
Then a) gives that s2 -~ a2, and c) qives conditions under which ~ -~Pa2.
--n
The combination of b) with d) or f) gives conditions under which ~ i S.
In many cases bn is even asymptotically normal i.e.
(2.6) Sn~2(bn - 6) ~ Nk(O,a2I).
Then e) gives conditions under which the limit distributions of ~ and bn
are the same, i.e.
S1j2(b - s ) X N (O,a21)
n -n k
or, equivalently,
D 1(b - s) x N(0,62I)
n -n k
for any non-random kxk-matrix D with D D' - S-1.
n n n n
From a practical point of view this result is insufficient because
generally S will be unknown. To justify approximations with the
n
normal distribution we must show that Dn can be replaced by some random
kxk-matrix D such that D D' - 3-. The theorem 2.2 below shows that without
--ri -rr-n --n
further conditions such a decomposition of Sn can be found, although the
matrix D is not equal to the most obvious choice Sn1~2.Aowever, in prac-
~
tice the specific D is never needed. It is only its existence that matters.
rt
Theorem 2.2
(2.2), (2.4), (2.6) ~ Dn(bn - S) z Nk(O,o21),
where D-
5-1~2(51~2 S- 51~2)1~2
Jn n n -n n- 5 -
For the verification of the conditions of the foregoing theorems
when using the OLS-method for estimating Q, the theorem 2.3 below is use-
ful.
Theorem 2.3. Let
(2.7) ~~Qn~~ - o(n), tr(Qn) - O(n),
then for any non-random sequence of nXn-matrices An such that II AnI~ is
bounded we have
p
1(e' A e- e' A E) -~ 0
n - n - - n -
Corollory. Under (2.7) we get
P
s2 - ~el2~n i 0
~- 6 -
g 3. Proofs of the theorems
In the following we say that a sequence of random variables {~}
is P-bounded if for every e~ 0 there exists a M such that P{~xnl ? M} ~ E
for all n. If {xn} and {yn} are sequences of random variables such that
P
{~} is P-bounded and ~ P 0 then xnyn -~ 0. If E~xnla is bounded in n for
some a~ 0 then {x } is P-bounded.
~
Generalizations for random vectors are immediate. We wíll use these results
belows.
Proof of theorem 2.1
a) Let M- X S-1 X' Q-1 then e-(I - M)e. We have
n n n n n - n n-
-1 ~2 -1 ~ -1 ~
e' Q e- ns - e' Q E- e' Q e-
n -n n n
-(M B) ' Q-1 (M e) - E' Q 1 M E~ ~.
n- n n- - n n--
and E{E' Qn1 Mn E} - a2 tr(Qn1
Mn Qn) - ka2. So, e' Qn1 E- nsn is non-
negative and P-bounded. This implies the result of a).
2 P
b) E{b }- S, Cov{b }- a2 S-1 implying b-~ B and therefore also b-r R.
-n -n n -n ~
c), d) and e) The condition (2.2) implies that P{~ ~ 0} -~ 1 if n 1 m. So
in the following we may assume without loss of generality that Q~ is non-
singular. Since
(5-1~2 X, Q-1~2)(5-1~2 X, Q-1~2)~ - I
n n n n n n
we havellSnl~2
Xn Qn1,2l1 -
1. With (2.2) this gives
Ils-1~2 s s-1~2 - I~~ - ~~S-l~z X, 21~2(n1~2 ~1 Q1~2 - I)Q1j2 x s-1~2i1




proving the remark of theorem 2.2. This implies that P{S ~ 0} -i 1 if
--n
n-~ ~. Since k does not depend on n this yields
IÍ 51~2 S- S1~2 - I I~ -~ 0. From
n -n n
EIS-1~2 X~ Q-1 EI2 - tr[E~S-1~2
X, Q-lE E, Q-1 X 5-1~2}]
- ka2,
n n n - n n n-- n n n
EIQ-1~2 él2 - E{e~ Q 1 e} ~ g{E~ Q-1
E} - na2
n - - n - - - n -
we see that
5-1~2 X' Q-1 E, Q-1~2
e~~ and Q-1,2 E~~ are P-bounded. With
n n n- n - n -
(2.2) this gives
-1~2 1~2 -1 1~2 1 -1~2 P 1 5-1~2
X'(Q-1 - Q-1)e - 5-1~2 X, Q (Q Q Q - I).- Q E-~ 0.
~ n n-n n n n n n -n n ~ n -
From the definition of b and b we get
-n --a
~1~2
S (f~ - b ) - S { (b - B) - (b - B) } - 51,2 (S- X' Q 1 -
S-1 X, Q-1) E ~
n -n -n n -n -n n -n n~ n n n-
1~2 - 1~2 -1~2 -1 1~2 - 1~2 ~-1~2 -1 -1
-(Sn Sn Sn - I).Sn Xn Qn e t Sn Sn Sn .Sn Xn(Q1 - Qn )E.
P
Therefore, under the condition ( 2.4) we get that Sn (bn -~) -~ 0 proving
P,
e), and without this condition that Snj2(bn - bn)~~ ~ 0. With ( 2.3) this
P





~~Q-1~2 X (b - b )~~~~ ~
n n -n -n
P
~ ~~Qn1,2 Xn Sn1~2~~.~~sn,2(~ - ~)~~~~-' 0
and so
Is2 - S2~ - lé, Q-1
é- e' Q-1 el~n - IE, Q-1
é- e' Q-1 e~~n -




n n ~ n n - -
~1~2 -
t(Q1,2 Q-1 Q1,2 - I )Q-1~2 é~~~~ ~ n ~ n n n - -- 8 -
~ IQ 1~2
e~fn .{ IIQ1,2 52-1 Q1,2~1 I~S2 1~2(è - e)~,T t - n - n -n n ' n - -
} IIQ1~2
~-1 Q1~2 - I II
IIQ-1~2 él~ll P ~. n -n n n n -
f) Follows immediately from e).
Proof of theorem 2.2
P
Set G- 5-1~2 S 5-1,2, then G i I accordinq to theorem 2.1, remark. -n n ~ n ~
Note that Dn - Gn1~2 Snj2. So the result follows from (2.6) provided that
P




III - II (~ - I) ( G,n,2 t I)-111 ` II~ - I II P 0.
concluding the proof.
Proof of theorem 2.3
Let M- X S-iX' then e-(I - M)e. This qives
n n n n - n n-
EIE - el2 - EIMn E12 - U2 tr(MnQnMn) ~ Q211Qn1~r(MnMn) - o2~IQnll. ~
Elel2 ~ E;el2 - a2 tr(Qn),
So (2.7) implies that le - el2~n P 0 and that lel2~n and lel2~n are P-
bounded. This gives
i(E' A e- e' A el - 1 le' A(E - e) t( e - e)' A el ~
n - n - n - n - n - - - - n - -
~IlAnll. {n je - el2 (lel2~n t lel2~n)}1~2 a 0,
proving the result.- 9 -
~ 4. Autocorrelation
We consider the univariate linear model
~ - g'xt t ~, t - 1,2,...
where for time t~ is an observable random variable with values taken by
the dependent variable, xt is an observable non-random k-vector of k-ex-
planatory variables, R a k-vector of regression coefficients and ~ a non-
observable random error. We consider estimators based on the first n ob-
servations. Then this model can be written in the form ( 1.1) by takinq
~~ -(~ir...r~)r Xn - ~X1,...,Xn~r E ~ -(E1,...,E71).~Let S~ 0 for sOme n.
- - n
We assume that the et satisfy an autoregressive scheme of the
first order, i.e.
(4.1)
Et - p et-1 } nt '
ei - ?li~~ 1-P
t - 2,3, ..
with ~p~ ~ 1. Here the ~ are i.i.d. (independent identically distributed)
with E{~} - 0 and V{rtt} - a2 ~ 0. From (4.1) we get that (1.2) holds with
1 p . . . p
Qn







i -p 0 . . . 0 0
~p ltp2 -P . . . 0 0
IO -P 1tP2. . . 0 0
0 0 0 . . . -p 1
From these expressions it follows that
(4.2) (1 t ~P~)2 ` ~min(Qn) ~ ~max(Qn) ~ (1 - Ipl)-2.
We have:
Theorem 4.1. Under the assumption (4.1) the condition (2.5) holds.- 10 -
Moreover, if
(4.3)
-1 ~ 0, x, S-1 xn -, 0~ S
n n n
then the condition (2.6) is also fulfilled.
Proof. The condition (2.5) follows from the weak law of large numbers
since
n p
n e' Stnl e- n E (ntla) 2-~ 1.
1
n
Let x1 -~1-P~.x1, xt - xt - P xt-1'
t - 2,3,... . Then Sn - E xt xt.
. 1
Using the lemma in the appendix with xt, ~ replaced by xt, nt this gives
n
51~2(b - S) -
g-1~2 X~ Q 1 E- 5-1~2 E x n r N(O,a2 I).
n -n n n n - n 1 t-t k
provided that
~, -1 ~ -r
max(1
~ t ~ n) xt
Sn xt 0.
With the relation (A1) of the appendix and (4.2) it is easily seen that
this condition follows from (4.3). This proves (2.6).
Let ~ be an estimator for p based on the first n observations
~
and let Q be obtained from Q by substitution of ~ for p. We have:
-n n -n
Theorem 4.2. Under the assumption ( 4.1) we have:
a) ~~Snl~~ i 0 ~ (2.1).
b) ~g-'~1- O(l~n) ~ (2.3),
n
P
c) ~ ~ P ~ (2.2). (2.4).
--n- 11 -
Proof. a) and b) follow immediately from (4.2).
c) We can write
Qnl - Qnl -(Dn - P){-Cn t(~ t P)Dn}
Here C is a nXn-matrix with unit elements just below and above its dia-
n
gonal and zero elements elsewhere, and D is a diagonalmatrix with
n
diaq(D )-(0,1,...,1,0). Since IIC II ~ 2, IID II - 1 we get
n n n
~IQn~2
~1 QnI2 - III ~( 1-IPI-2).I~
- PI{IICnIi } I~ t PI. IIDnII} P 0,
proving (2.2). Furthermore,
-1~2 -1 -1 -1~2 n -1~2 n
S X' (Q - Q ) E -(~ - P) C-S E X E - S E X E }
n n-n n - -n n 2 t-1 -t n
n




All terms between brackets are P-bounded since their covariance matrices
are bounded, e.g. for the first term we get with (2.4) that
n
-1 ~
COV{E X E }- X' Q X (1
2 t-1 -t-1 n-1 n-1 n-1 - - IPI)- Sn
or
Cov{5-1~2 E x E } ~(1 - IPI)2
5-1~2 S 5-1~2 ~(1 t P)2 I.
n 2 t-1 Jt-1 - n n n - 1 p
P
Since ~ -~ p this gives (2.4).
~
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 above in combination with theorem 2.1
describe the asymptotic behaviour of the EGLS-method. The discussion is
complete if we can construct a consistent estimator ~ for p.
-n
Let e' -(el,...,en) and let the Durbin-Watson statistic dn be defined by
n-1 2 n 2
dn - E (ettl - et) ~ E et.'
1 1- 12 -
Theorem 4.3 below states that rn - 1- 2 dn is a consistent estimator for
p. we add an elementary proof of this well-known result for sake of com-
pleteness.





Proof. We have to prove that d; 2(1-p). We can write d- e' A e~e'e,
Jn -n - n - - -
where A is the nXn-matrix which follows from the expression for Q-1 by
n n
formal substitution of p- 1. So it suffices to prove that
P p
1 e'e i a2~(1-p2). 1 e' A e -~ 2a2~(1tP)
n - - n - n -
or, using theorem 2.3 since (2.7) is fulfilled, that
p P
1 e'e -~ 02~(1-P2). 1 e' A E-~ 2a2~(1}P).
n - - n - n -
Let n' -( nl,...,~). Then E- Bn r1, where
1~~ 1-p2 0 0 ... 0 0
p~J 1-p` 1 0 ... 0 0
B -
n
P2~Y 1-P P 1 0 0
n-1 ~ n-2 n-3
P I 1-P P P
Let Cn -{cts(n)} - Bn Bn. Then
p 1
diag(C ) - (1-P2)-ii(1-P2n)~(1-P2). 1 - p2(n-1)~...,1 - P2)
n
tr(C' C)- tr(Q2) ~ a (Q ).tr(Q )- O(n)..
n n n- max n n- 13 -
Thís gives
n
1 e'e - 1 n' c n - 1 E n2 t x t tt
n - - n - n - n(1-PZ) 1 -t -~nl -n2'
where
1 2 2n 2 2 n 2(ntl-t) 2 P








E~Rnll ~ a 2 {PZ(1-PZ)-1 } P2(1-P2)-1} - Z 2 2~ 0
n(1-p ) n(1-p )
4 4
E{~2}
- 0, V{Rn2} - 22 EE cts(n) ~ 22 tr(Cn Cn) -~ 0,
n t~s n
n p
The weak law of large numbers gives E ~~n -~ a2 and together this proves
1
n p
n e'e - n E~ ~ a2~(1-p2).
1
Finally
n-1 n-1 n-1 n-1
n e' An E- n E(~tl - Et) 2- n E
ettl } n
E et - n E ettl et
1 1 1 1
and so the proof is complete if we can show that
Z n-1 p 2 2
n E Ettl Et } 2pa ~(1-P ).
1
For p~ 0 this follows from the relation ~}1 - p~. -~ttl which gives- 14 -
Zp n-1 1 n-1 2 p2 n-1 Z 1 n-1
2 P 2p2 2
E E E -- E E t- E E -- E Tl -~ Q..
n 1-ttl -t n 1-ttl n 1-t n 1-ttl 1-p2
For p- 0 we have ~-~ and so the result follows from
1 n-1 4 2
E{nttl nt} -
~' v{n E nttl nt} - a(n-1)~n -~ 0.
1- 15 -
g 5. Heteroskedasticity
we consider the univariate linear model of section 4. However, in
stead of ( 4.1) we suppose
(5.1) ~ - ~~ t, t - 1.2..-. .
where for the weighting coefficients at we restrict ourselves to the case
that
(5.2) 0 c inf at c sup at c~.
From (4.1) we see that (1.2) holds with
Qn - diag(l~al,...,l~an).
We have:
Theorem 5.1. Under the assumptions (5.1), (5.2) the condition (2.5) holds.
Moreover, if (4.2) holds then the condition (2.6) is fulfilled.
Proof. Compare the proof of theorem 4.1. Zn this case take xt - t.xt.
For this model we will only give an illustration of the use of
theorem 4.2. Let S' -(R1,-...Sk). xt -(xtl,...,xtk) and assume
(5.3) at - 1 f 1~(31 xtl)2, t - 1,2,... ,
where S1 ~ 0, inf~xtl~ ~ 0. The assumption (5.3) implies that E{~} is an
increasing function of the amount B1 xtl to the expectation E{y,t} - S' xt
belonging to the first explanatory variable. This assumption seems to be
reasonable if the first variable is dominant.
Let ~1 be an estimator for 61 based on the first n observations,
let ~t be obtained from at by substitution of Bnl for B1, and let Qn be
obtained from Qn by substitution of ~t for at.- 16 -
Theorem 5.2. Under the assumptions (5.1) -(5.3) we have
a) IISn1II i U ~ (2.1),
b) IISn1II - o(l~n) ~ (2.3),
c)
P
Snl ~ S1 ~
(2.2), (2.4).
Proof. a) and b) follow immediately from (5.2).
c) Note that
Hence,
~t~at - 1-(R1~6~1 - 1)~(1 t Si xt1).
II4n,2 ~1 Qn,2 - I II - max(l~t~n)I~t,~t




5-1~2 X~ (Q 1- Q 1)E - 5-1~2 E x(a - a)e -
n n~ n n 1 tJnt t-t.
-(Bl~Bn1 - 1).gn1~2 E ~ xt~(1 t B1 xt1).~ P ~
1
n
Cov{Sn1~2 E t.xt~(1 t Si xt1).~} ~ a2 I.
1
This proves (2.4).
As in section 4 the discussion is complete if we can construct a
consistent estimator ~1 for B1. Let b~ -(bn1,...,bnk)
be the OLS-esti-
mator for R' -(Bl,...,sk). Theorem 5.3 below states that 1~ is consistent
for B. Then also bn1 is consistent for 61.- 17 -
Theorem 5.3. Under the assumption (5.1), (5.2) we have
II Snl ~I y~ P B
Proof. Follows from E{b }- 8 and
~
Cov{bn} - Snl Xn Qnl xn Snl ~ sup at.snl ~ 0.- 18 -
g 6. Multivariate linear regression
We consider the m-variate linear model
(6.1) ~i - ~i xt(i) t Eti, t- 1,2,...,; i- 1,...,m,
where for time t and the ith-equation Yti is an observable random variable
with values taken by the ith dependent variable, xt(i) is an observable
non-random k.-vector of k, explanatory variables, B. a k.-vector of re-
i i i i
gression coefficients and eti a non-observable random error. We consider
estimators based on the first T observations.
m
Let k - E ki, y~ - (1~1 . - . . ,y,~) , ~ - (~1 . - . . .~) .
1
s' -(51,...,Rm) and let the kxm-matrix x(t) be defined by
x(t) - diag(xt(1),...,xt(m)). Then we can write
yt - X'(t)B } ~, t - 1,2,... .
Therefore this model can be written in the form (1.1) with n- mT,
y' - (yi,...,y~,), e' - (ei....,~), xn - [x(1)....,x(T)]'-
T
Let Sni - E xt(i) xt(i) and suppose Sni ~ 0 for some n for all i(non-
1
collinearity for each equation). Then Sn - xn xn - diag(Sn1,...,5~) ~ 0
for some n.
We assume that the ~ are i.i.d. with Cov{et} - E~ 0. Then (1.2)
holds with a2 - 1 and
Q - I ~ E.
n n
Note that
(6.2) ~~E~rl-Sn ~ Sn ~ ~
We have:
E-1 I I. Sn
Theorem 6.1. Consider the model (6.1). If for each i - i,...,m we have
that- 19 -
(6.3) S-1 -~ 0, x'(i) S-1 x(i) -~ 0
ni n ni n
then the condition (2.6) is fulfilled.
T
Proof. Note that S- E X(t)E-1 X'(t). Using the lemma in the appendix we
n 1
get
S1I2(b - S) -
g-1~2 X, Q-1
E-
n -n n n n -
T




tr(E-lI2 X'(t) Snl X(t)E-1~2) ~ U
or, equivalently according to (6.2), that
max(l~t~n)
tr(X'(t) Snl X(t)); 0.
With the relation (A1) in the appendix it is easily seen that this con-
dition is equivalent to (6.3).
Let E be an estimator of E based on the first T observations and
~
let Q be obtained from Q by substitution of E for E. We have:
-n n -n
Theorem 6.2. For the model (6.1) we have:
a) ~ S-1 ~I -, 0 for all i~ (2.1) ,
ni"
b) IjS-l~,l - O(l~n) for all i~ (2.3) ,
ni
P
c) E -~ E ~ (2.2) , (2.4) .
~
Proof. a) and b) follow immediately from (6.2).
c) The relation (2.2) follows from- 20 -
IIS21i2
Q 1 Ql~z - I I; -




E1~2 ~1 ElI2 - I I! P o.
For the proof of (2.4) we may replace Sn by Sn according to (6.2).
So we have to prove
T p
Sn1j2 E X(t)(Enl - E-1)~ -~ 0.
1
The ith part of the expression on the left-hand side equals
Snij2 E E xt(i) (~1 - E-1)ij ~j.
t j
P





is P-bounded. However, this follows immediately since its covariancematrix
equals (E),..I.
7J
As in section 4.5 we construct a consistent estimator E for E.
--ti
We split up the OLS-residual according to e' - (ei,...,ei,) and take
- 1 T
E - - E e e'
-n T 1 -'t -t





Proof. The weak law of large numbers gives that (i e~ et)~T -~ E. Therefore
it suffices to prove that
1 T P
n i(-eti etj
- Eti etj) -~ 0
for all i,j. Let Iij be the mxm-matrix with value 1 for the (i,j)th elementand zero elements elsewhere. Let A be the nXn-matrix of the form
n
An - diag(Ii ,..,Ii ). Since ~IQnI~ and~iAnll are bounded, theorem 2.3
j 7
gives
1 T 1 P
n~(eti
et - Eti Et )- n(e' An e - E' An E) -~ 0,
1 j - j - - - -
completing the proof.- 22 -
Appendix
The following lemma is basically contained in Eicker (1966).
Lemma. Let
(Xt)t ~N
be a sequence of non-random kxm-matrices and
(et)t FN
a sequence of i.i.d. random m-vectors with E{~}- O,Cov{~} - I, t C N.
n





Xt) -. p~ Sn1~2 i Xt ~~ Nk(O,I)
Proof. Let c E áik with Icl - 1, xnt - c' Snl~z
Xt -Et, pn - max tr(Xt
Snl Xt)~
Then it suffices to prove that
n x
i xnt ~ N(0,1).
However, this follows by verifying the conditions of the Lindeberg-Feller
(LF) central limit theorem.
n
We have E{xnt} - 0, E V{~t} - 1 and, using
1
xnt ~ tr(Xt Snl Xt).IEti2 ~ pn IEtl2
n
): tr(Xt Snl Xt) - k
1
that
E E{X2 I(IX ~~ E)} ~ E tr(X~ S-1 X).E{IE I2 I(IE I~ E~rp )}
1 -nt -nt - - 1 t n t -t -t - n
~ k.maX E{IE IZ.I(IE I~ E~Vp }-r 0.
- (l~t~n) t -t - n
Remark. Consider the special case m - 1 and write xt - Xt. The following
equivalence is easy to prove and often useful:- 23 -
-1
(A1) max(l~t~n) xt Sn xt -~ 0 ~ xn Snl
xn -~ 0, Snl -~ 0.
We mention some properties connected with (A1).
Let x' -( x .. x), A - diag(E x2 ,...,E x2 ), x ( n) - 4-1,2 x
t tl" ' tk n 1 tl 1 tk t n t
n
and Sn - E xt(n) xt(n). If for some ~~ 0 we have that
1
n
(A2) Sn ~ 4~, jxn(n) ~-~ 0, F. xt -~ ~ for j- 1,...,k,
1 ~
then the condition in (A1) is fulfilled. If for some 4' ~ 0 we have
(A3) 1 S -~ 4'
n n
then the condition (A2) is fulfilled.
The condition (A3) appears in many econometric textbooks but is
very restrictive. For polynomials xt -(tal, .. ,tak) with al ~... ~ ak ~ 0
the condition (A3) is not fulfilled ïf al ~ 0 but (A2) holds. If k- 2,
xtl - 1, xt2 - 1 t l~~t then (A2) is not fulfilled but the condition in
(A1) holds.
The condition in (A1) implies that xt is non-exponentially in-
creasing ( i.e. pn x-~ 0 for all p with I p~, ~ 1).
n- 24 -
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